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Today, A-bien is very pleased to partake the Coast Guard

Administration's "Hai An #3 Drill" held at the Kaohsiung Port, as

accompanied by Premier Hsieh.  In the close-knit rehearsal just now,

we have witnessed coast guard men's superb vessel maneuver skills

and a high morale.  Besides the close-knit collaboration among the Min-

istry of Interior's aerial duty platoon organizing division, the Kaohsiung

Port Authorities, the Harbor Police Administration, and China Petro-

chemical Corporation partaking the drill, which have come to show-

case the government's teamwork spirits.

"Combat readiness for excelling the dynamics at key moments"

A full text of the president's address
during whose visit to
the Hai An #3 Drill
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has not only been the government's action plan in responding to any

crisis and outside threat, but it is also a rudimentary strategic thinking

that demands one be ready to fight back in the event of an incident.

Through After inspecting the Coast Guard Administration's "Hai An

#3 Drill" today, A-bien is firmly convinced that the government will

success in implementing its crucial mission of "Sea anti-terrorism for

safeguarding Taiwan" in the future.  At here, A-bien would like to ex-

press a high level of recognition and exaltation toward the efforts and

performance put forth by all units and associates participating the drill.

As the eruption of the Sept. 11th incident in the United States has

sent off tremendous alarm to all countries over the world, the infiltra-

tion and threats coming form the terrorists continue to run rampantly.

In order to secure a comprehensive preventive countermeasure against

terrorist incidents, it would need to rely on the  perfect crisis preven-

tion and response planning in peace times, and be familiar with the

standard operation process of drilling and response in order to mini-

mize the harm to a least possible level.

As a matter of fact, it goes beyond terrorist attack incidents, there

are other cases in point, such as the mystery beverage poisoning inci-

dent that has just been solved, or even the ever-evolving techniques of

the fraud organizations that continue to put the public equity and life

safety in jeopardy.  These call for the government and law enforcement

associates to bear in mind by deploying full countermeasures to pre-

vent and defend potential threats to the society.  A-bien is not only con-

cerned with the investigation and crackdown progress on major social

law enforcement cases, but have also instructed the police administra-

tion and intelligence units to map out a close-knit net work for law

enforcement and security safeguard, to be able to deter criminals con-

templating of committing crimes, and to restore the public confidence

by giving the local citizens a safe, carefree and stable living environ-

ment by speeding up the time needed to wrap up case investigation.

Although no factual incidents of terrorist attack incidents have

been reported in Taiwan thus far, to heed to the fable that prevention

outweighs remedy.  A sound countermeasure against terrorist attack

has emerged as an absolute necessity for safeguarding the lives and

properties of all people and national security.  For completing Taiwan's

anti-terrorism mechanism, the Executive Yuan has since launched a

"National Anti-terrorist Monitoring Control Office", together with a re-

sponse organization draftedfor answering  a variety of terrorist

incidents, which are coordinated with relevant response measures from

the responsible departments of government branch in charge.   It is to

instigate effective prevention, response and curb terrorist action from

occurring.  With Taiwan being a seafaring country, sea anti-terrorism

has naturally become a crucial link in the overall anti-terrorism action.

With that, we need to step up Taiwan's relevant sea anti-terrorism moves

in order to safeguard Taiwan's safety.

In an effort to excel Taiwan's sea anti-terrorism response
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capabilities, and to further realize Taiwan's "Maritime development'

concept, at here A-bien would like to present four aspects of thinking

to share with you and motivate all associates,

1. To strengthen anti-terrorist training for securing overall national security

Following the eruption of the Sept. 11th incident in the U.S., the joint

infiltration prevention and remedy actions against terrorist organi-

zations by world countries have had certain yield. It has become less

possible for terrorist organizations to launch large-scale attack on

land or over the air.  . The attack from the sea by terrorists'

groups is becoming an alternative.  For carrying out

the sea anti-terrorism action effectively, the CGA

has specifically launched a combat-ready spe-

cial task force that would poise to showcase

the Coast Guard's anti-terrorism dynamics

and emergency response capabilities against

any unforeseen incidents, which I believe ev-

eryone has witness the agile maneuver of this

special task force.

2. To map out a diverse defense patrol dynamic for excelling joint

mission yield

The Coast Guard Administration is more than a law enforcement

agency in charge of illicit trafficking investigation and crackdown,

human smuggling curtailing and maritime crime investigation, but

it is also a frontline force for safeguard Taiwan's sea territories.

Recently, as incidents of the maritime research and exploration ves-

sels of Mainland China begun to infringe on Taiwan's exclusive eco-

nomic sea zones, disguised in the name of maritime research, but

were in fact gathering relevant intelligence on Taiwan's surrounding

sea borders, this has not only gravely infringed Taiwan's jurisdiction

over its territorial waters, but has also created negative impacts to-

ward the cross-strait relationship.  To effectively maintain Taiwan's

maritime equity, including safeguarding its exclusive territorial

waters, and to ensure the lives and safety of Taiwan's fishermen, A-

bien do reckon that there is a necessity to step up Taiwan's three-

dimensional defense patrol dynamics in order to achieve maximum

joint duty yield, and to excel Taiwan's dynamics in maritime law en-

forcement and maritime affairs administration.

3. To refine maritime rescue moves for protecting human lives and safety

With its four sides bordered by water, Taiwan has a close-knit rela-

tion to the ocean, whether it is in national security, economic devel-

opment or necessities of life.  Through the close coordination and

joint cooperative efforts of the Coast Guard Administration and the

spearheading government branches, a comprehensive maritime dis-

tress rescue mechanism and dynamic has been instilled, and the fu-

ture calls for a further infusion of the strength from the private section,

to excel the rescue equipment, excel the rescue dynamics, making
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sure a range of diverse support and rescue efforts are made available

at the onset of any maritime incident to better protect the lives and

safety of the people.

4. To actively promote maritime affairs for continued expansion of maritime

activities

With Taiwan being a seafaring country, the oceans not only provide

an immense range of resources, but also nurture a rich source of di-

verse maritime culture, and a lifeline that many of the fishermen build

their livelihood upon.  To realize the "Maritime development" concept,

the Executive Yuan has since launched an "Executive Yuan Maritime

Affairs Promotion Council", which has had three council meetings

staged thus far, with a series of proposals, including the "Maritime

policy abstract", the "Proposal of  maritime affairs policy develop-

ment and planning l" in place, which are regarded as monumental in

steering Taiwan's maritime policy toward a new and crucial

milestone.

With the Coast Guard Administration largely dedicated to mari-

time law enforcement as its primary mission, since director Hsu took

office, he has been at the forefront of transforming the administration

by heeding to a core mission built around "Maritime law enforcement",

"Maritime affairs services" and  "Maritime Affairs Administration".  At

here, A-Bien would like to express a high degree of recognition toward

the Coast Guard Administration's emphasis and support of a "Mari-

time development" concept that I have presented, and to anticipate that

everyone would work together to realize the new vision of a maritime

nation of ecology, security and prosperity.

Also, my appreciation once again goes to all drill participating

units and representatives, and my gratitude also goes to coast guard

associates' hardworking, efforts and contribution in carrying out mari-

time order and maintaining national security.

Finally, my best wishes to all for a healthy living,

and good fortune for all things.  Thank you!




